
SELECTING THE RIGHT ENGINE 
FOR AN EXISTING PUMP SYSTEM 
By John A. Kerr, assistant editor 

If you need to replace an engine in a spray unit or 
you are building your own, some basic criteria ex-
ist for picking the right engine. Pump manufac-
turers often buy engines from different companies 
and many of these engines are interchangeable. 

The main consideration is sufficient horsepower. 
This depends on the type of pump you're using. Ac-
cording to Bob Oberg, an engineer at Broyhill, a 
piston pump requires considerably more power 
than a centrifugal pump. If you're using a cen-
trifugal pump for high pressure and low volume 
spraying, power requirements are less than if 
you're using it for high volume and low pressure, as 
in a transfer operation. Then it requires much 
power to move the weight. 

A centrifugal pump is self limiting. With too 
small an engine, it will slow down but still run; 
however, a positive displacement pump in that 
situation won't run at all. For example, you could 
use a 3-horsepower engine on a fairly big cen-
trifugal pump and get it going but on a good-sized 
piston pump, it wouldn't start. 

"Generally," Oberg says, "our centrifugal pumps 
seem overpowered because we put enough engine 
on them to handle big volume if necessary. In a 
common spraying situation, a pump may be able to 
handle 100 gpm even though an operator only 
needs 5 or 10; so he's not pulling all the power he 
could." You can also get by with a small engine for 
a roller pump, unless you put so much resistance 
against it that it has to create 200 to 300 pounds of 
pressure in order to work. 

Broyhill uses Briggs & Stratton, Kohler, and 
Tecumseh engines for its pumps. Oberg warns of 
comparing an electric motor with a gas engine 
when making your decision. It's possible to drive a 
pump with a 2-horsepower electric motor that 
won't even start with a 2-horsepower gas engine. 
"A rule of thumb is that it's going to require twice 
as much gas horsepower as electric horsepower," 
Oberg says. The reason is: you have more power 
available because you can pull, at least mo-
mentarily, more amperage through the electrical 
system and increase the actual output of an electric 
motor. An electric line has the capability of giving 
you an initial surge of power that a gas engine 
can't. Also, in a higher elevation where the air is 
thinner, a gas engine will lose power. 

Most pump manufacturers rate equipment ac-
cording to actual electric horsepower. The horse-
power and torque of an engine are geared to max-
imum rpm. Torque is an important factor in run-
ning your pump. Maximum rpm does not 
produce maximum torque. 

You must also consider rpm's of the pump when 
selecting an engine. When you hook an engine to a 
pump, you should know how fast it is supposed to 
run so you can properly match it. There's nothing 
that will ruin a pump quicker than running it faster 
than it was made to run. You will cavitate the li-
quid, trying to suck more in than atmospheric 
pressure can push and cause the pump to wear it-
self out. 
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Maximum horsepower is obtained at maximum revolutions 
per minute. Maximum torque is obtained at a lower rpm. High 
rpm can lead to rapid engine deterioration. Therefore, 
optimum running speed should be designed near the 
maximum torque level. 

If a pump has a 3,600 rpm engine and only needs 
1,000 rpm to produce an efficient spray, you need a 
gear reducer — a system of belts and pulleys — to 
gear the PTO shaft down. Overspeeding the 
sprayer will cause internal damage. 

Rpm's range from 600 for positive displacement 
pumps up to 4,000 for centrifugals, with some even 
reaching 5,000. Depending on the type of pump, 
rpm will vary greatly. As a general rule, centrifugal 
pumps have to run at a high rpm and positive dis-
placement pumps — gear, roller, and piston — at a 
lower rpm. 
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Physical dimensions of the engine must be considered. Dimensions of importance are base mounting holes, shaft size and length, and overall 
size. Exhaust and cooling needs must be considered, as well as ease of access for maintenance. 

"Make sure the rotation is proper when the 
pump is coupled to an engine," says Myron 
Koistinin, applications engineer for Hypro, Inc., 
Div. of Lear Siegler Inc. In a gas engine, looking at 
the shaft end, the rotation would be counterclock-
wise. A roller, vein, or gear pump also must be 
rotated in the right direction. With a piston pump, 
you don't have to worry about it because a valve 
determines the flow. 

The frame for an electric motor must be the 
proper height. A "58" is a standard frame for most 
electric motors. Some pumps take more torque to 
run and may need a capacitor for more starting tor-
que. 

Koistinin also suggests selecting a crankshaft 
with a fairly common diameter, length, and 
keyway. "If you get a motor or gas engine with an 
oddball shaft size, you have trouble getting pulleys 
and couplings to match," he says. 

You have to look for pilots on the block, the 
machined surface that may be altered to accommo-
date a generator and other attachments, says Les 
Heinemann, service specialist in the engineering 
department of Kohler Co. "You have to make sure 
the pilots match so that if there is anything like an 

electric clutch hooked up to it, it's going to bolt to 
the block," he says. A bolt circle that doesn't match 
can also cause trouble. 

Physical dimension of an engine is also impor-
tant. Is it going to fit into the space you have 
available? You want to make sure where you're 
mounting the engine, also. Is it a standard engine 
without a blower or a directed air engine? If you 
put it in a combined area, are you going to get 
enough cooling? 

You may consider fuel tank capacity if changing 
engines, says Jack Custer, product specialist for 
FMC, Agriculture Machinery Div. In a large opera-
tion, it saves time to have an engine that runs for a 
long period. You also need the right kind of pulley 
ratio, which depends on how fast you want to run 
your engine and thus how quickly the pump will 
turn. 

Most manufacturers have replacement engines 
for the sprayers they build. But when it comes time 
to change engines because you are dissatisfied or 
discover new uses for your present sprayer, these 
will be some of the things to consider. WTT 


